Old Testament - Book Six
AND THE BIRD looked down upon the earth and saw that
it was corrupted and filled with sin and inequities, and not
the right ones: and so became sore enraged. And the Bird
cried out, "I shall rain Carlton LoboTips upon the entire
world for fawty days and fawty nights; and a similar
number of Dusks and Dawns, or until all Life is vanished
from the land, whichever comes first. For the earth is wicked
and filled with dickheads and way too serious.
BUT there walked upon the earth a just and perfect man,
relatively speaking, who was named Noahn, and he walked
in the shadow of the Bird though he always wore a hat. And
the Bird looked upon NoahN and was pleased, for there was
about him and air of innocence and conviviality, and
controlled substances; and he had a pretty good backhand.
And the Bird said unto Herself (in a very low voice so that
others would not think her Odd), "On second thought I will
not allow all to be destroyed; I will save NoahN, and all who
are with him!" Then the Bird was sore confused and had to
repeat this several times before it sounded right, though
others thought her Odd.

AND the Bird said unto Noah, "Go forth and constructith
thee a Court upon the ground. Rectangular shalt thou layeth
it, with yet further rectangles within contained, that they
may be service courts; and thou shalt mark it with Lines to
determine that which is in from that which is out. And thus
shalt they be layed: the Length of them shall be twenty and
seven cubits, and the Breadth twelve and one-half cubits each
of them; and thou shalt place across the center a Net three
cubits to the top of it. And when thou hast done all of these
things, gather to thyself thy family and friends and all which
hast the Spirit and an Entry Fee, and their Yonexes with
them, that they may be spared."

AND Noahn didst build the Court, and gathered the Faithful
about him, and a couple of Kegs as well; while outside there
was butt wailing and the welting of flesh.

